
--------- is Sam going 
on holidays with? His 
best friend

--------- is Sam going 
on holidays with? His 
best friend

-------is Dad happy? 
Because he has won 
money at the sale.

-------is Dad happy? 
Because he has won 
money at the sale.

-------------is 
Sandy going to do? 
Lie on the beach .

-------------is 
Sandy going to do? 
Lie on the beach .

----------do people 
make sandcastles? 
In summer.

----------do people 
make sandcastles? 
In summer.

---------is going to 
work in a fun fair? 
My son, David.

---------is going to 
work in a fun fair? 
My son, David.

---------can we 
listen to music? In  
summer festivals.

---------can we 
listen to music? In  
summer festivals.

------is Sandy going 
to work there? To 
pay for her studies.

------is Sandy going 
to work there? To 
pay for her studies.

--------museum will 
you visit? The 
Louvre or Orsay ?

--------museum will 
you visit? The 
Louvre or Orsay ?

---------happened 
to him? He stayed 
too long in the sun.

---------happened 
to him? He stayed 
too long in the sun.

-------------tourists 
are there in 
London? Millions

-------------tourists 
are there in 
London? Millions

-----------people 
are there on that 
boat? Four or five!

-----------people 
are there on that 
boat? Four or five!

----are the farmers 
harvesting? When 
the wheat is ripe.

----are the farmers 
harvesting? When 
the wheat is ripe.

---------are they 
getting married? 
In August.

---------are they 
getting married? 
In August.

------------does Sam 
usually feel on 
holidays? Relaxed!

------------does Sam 
usually feel on 
holidays? Relaxed!

------------is Bob 
going on holidays 
with? His girlfriend.

------------is Bob 
going on holidays 
with? His girlfriend.

----------fast can 
you jet ski go? Up 
to 30 knots.

----------fast can 
you jet ski go? Up 
to 30 knots.

--------is he 
snorkeling. In 
Australia.

--------is he 
snorkeling. In 
Australia.

------------do the 
kids go swimming ? 
Four times a week.

------------do the 
kids go swimming ? 
Four times a week.

---------are they 
going on holidays? 
With a camping car

---------are they 
going on holidays? 
With a camping car

---------are they 
renovating their 
house? This summer.

---------are they 
renovating their 
house? This summer.

---------is Ken going  
to stay fit? He’s 
going to do sports.

---------is Ken going  
to stay fit? He’s 
going to do sports.

----are they happy? 
Because they are all 
together.

----are they happy? 
Because they are all 
together.

--------------firemen 
will be on shift? A lot 
because of possible  
forest fires.

--------------firemen 
will be on shift? A lot 
because of possible  
forest fires.

---------is the 
barbecue? In our 
back garden.

---------is the 
barbecue? In our 
back garden.

--------is Sandy 
camping with? All 
her friends.

--------is Sandy 
camping with? All 
her friends.

Choose the correct answer.
COMPLETE WITH THE CORRECT
QUESTION WORDS


